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INTRODUCTION

-

.

,

In this paper, research on-teacher's judgments, instructional
. .

1
planning; and docisibnmaking,during classroom interactien'is retiewed.

?*

The neea for research on_teaching
.
to examine teachers' judgment", plans.

- *

and decisions and their link to behaviot, and not just behavior a/pne,

has-been justified-on several grounds. One justificatiOn is that a

solely'behavioral model is conceptually_ incomplete. It cannot account
_

for predictable variations
inteachers' behavior arising from

.

differences in their goals, judgments, and decisions. A second

.
.

justification is that research linking -teachers''intibtions to their

behaviot will provide a sound basis for educatineteashers and

implementing educational innovations. That ii, this research models

segments of the broader experience of teachers and so cltifies coherent ,

ptotótyPee for inpottant teaching activities.

This research rests on two fundamental issumptions. The first

assumption is that teachers are rational professionals who, like other

professionals such as physicians, make judgments and carry out-decisions

in an-uncertain, complex environment (e.g. , Clark, 1978-79; National

Institute of Education,:1975; Shivelson, 1971, 1976; Shavelson and

Stein, 1981; Shulman & Elstein, 1975). This assumption of rationality,:

actually rfers to teachers' int:ntions for their judgments'and

decisions -rather than to their behavior for at iedst two reasons.

That first,'Nost obvious -reason is thit some teaching situations

call for immediate, rather than reflective,
responses that probably

preclude rational processing of information in Making ais-infotmed -

judgment or decision.

.0
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Thu second reason is that a person's capacity for formulating-and

solving complex problems such as those presented in teaching is-very

small compared to the enormity of some "ideal" model of rationality: A

'person constricts a simplified model oi the real-situation in order to

handle its complexity,. Teachers, then, behave rationally with tespect

-to the eimplified model of reality that thez have constructed. Tbe

Conceptionottoachers--rational within the constrainti of their

information processing capabilitiesloads to-a modification of the .

first assumption:
Toathers°behave roaionably in making judgments and

decisions.

The second assumption is that teachers' behaviors.are guided by

their till:oughts, judgments and decisions. If this is nOt true,:sthen

teachers aro automatt-,of some kind" (Penstermacher, 1980, p. 36).

Research on teachers' judgments and decisions has a characteristic

sit of methods somewhat.different from previous cOrrelational and

experimental research. Research on-teachers' mental processes uses more

or less direct probes of teachers' thoughts and judg. Jolts. Tbey-intlude

policy capturing, lens modeling, process tracing, stimulated recall,

case study and ethnography (for discussions of one or more of these

methods, see Einhorn, Kleinmuntz & Kleinmuntz,- 1979; Ericsson & Simon,

1980; Erickson, 1979 a, b;)5bulman 4 Eistein, *3).

Policy Capturing and Lens-Hodeling. /n a.policy capturing atddy,

techers would be given (say),descrtiptions of 32 hypothetidal students,

systematically varying five variables such As student achievement,

gender, class participation, ability to work independently, and

classrombehavior. Esc); teacher would judee.o!ach student's chance of

(a0) earning a 1 averaie or bettor at tho end of the school year:

6
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Teachers' judgments.would then be predicted from the filo: variables

describing the student. The prediction equation would-be interpreted as

a model of the teicher's policy for judging students' probable success.

Policy capturing models turn out to b quite simple in form--typically a

simple additive model seldom with ore than throe variables often

predicts judgments quite welleven-though the model may represent

-fairly complex judgmental strategies (Einhorn et al., 1979).

There ire; however, several problene-in the.application of this

approach: (1) Typically policy cepturini studies art carried out in a

laboratory with hypothetical judgmental tasks,' although this need nOt be

the case. Hence, a queation'of gonerslizabitity arises.. (2)' Prediction

equations typically Combine data from all of the teachers in a study.

However, this issumes that each toacher,has exactly the sameApolity. ,

Cadwell (1980) has ehown both theoretically and empirically that thie

usually is not the Ease; subsets of teachers may share the-same policy'

or each teacher may have a unique policy. (3)- Great'caro must be taken

in interpreting the results of the policy capturing study: The

prediction equation provides an "as-if" model; it does not ean that

teachers actually take a weighted sum of the variables.

Ina lens modeling study, three pieces of information are required:

(a) a criterion easure of the event booing judged (say, students'

preferences for reading materiels), (b) a list of cues predictive of the

criterion easure (say, presence or absence of fantasy, animals, danger,

and humor), and (c) teachers' judgments of students' preferences (i.e.,
0

predfctions of each student's reading preference). Tbe correlation
-

etmeen a teacher's predictions of students' reading preferences and
I ,

students' actual preferences provides a measure of overall judgmental

7
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accuracy. And a regression ofli teacher's judgments on the cues
. ,

provides a model of the teachers' policies for Teaching their judgment*.

ihe problems in this approach are siilar to those of policy,capturing.

Process Tracintand Stimulated Recall. In a process tracing study,

subjects are asked to "think,aloud" while_perforkinfliask, solving a

problem, or rekching a decialod. For example, Peterson, Marx and Clark

(1676) asked teachers to think aloud while they planned a social studies

lesson. The verbal protocol becomes the,data to be-analyzed. The

analysis ay be content analysis (e.g., the number of references to

behavioral objectives is counted) or a flow chart modeling the teachr's

thought procesies (e.g., Fig 2).

With stimulated recall (typically Used when process tracing

interferes with task performances) a teacher's lesson is either audio-

.

or videotaped and, after the lesson (or after school', depending on

scheduling), played back to the teacher who attempts to recall the

covert mental activities that accompanied the overt behavior.

loth techniques use verbal reports as data bearing on the cognitive

processes of teachers. They assume that teachers are able and willing

to articulate their thought processes. This assumption of introspection

has a long and controversial history (cf. Nisbett and Wilson, 1977;

Ericsson an&Simone 1980). Ericsson and Simon (1960) provide n

analysis of when introspective-data are accurate and when they nre not.

They (Ericsson & Simon, 1960, p. 247) concluded that:

It is time to abandon the careless charge of "introspection"

as a means for disparaging such data. They describe human
behavior that is as readily interpreted as any other human

behavior. To omit them when we are carrying the "chain and -

traniit of objective measurement" is only to ark as terra
incognita large areas on the ap of human cognition that we
know perfectly well how to survey.

3

Case Study and EthnOgraphy. A case etudy is a narrative account of

an object of social inquiry such as a classroom, a school system or any

other bounded system (cf. Stake, 1976). Ethnography is A narrative

study (usually more descriptive than theoretical) of a bounded Isystem in

As cultural context. The more psychologically and cognitively oriented

ethnographers assume that "individuals have eaning structures that

detetmine much of their behavior...DU*" that they seekto discover.what

these meaning strUctures are, how they develop, and how they influence

behavior, in as Comprehensive and objective a fashion as possible"

(Wiison, 1977', p. 254). Qualitative research, then, "is predicated upon

the essumption that an 'inner understandineenables the comprehension

of human behavior in greater depth than is possible from the study

surface behavidr, Irom paper,and pencil tests and from standardize&

interviews" (Rist, 11.79,1:p. 20).

The assumptions of qualii:ative research are quite consistent witiva

ajor premise of research on teachers' decisionmaking, viz., in order to

understanding teaching, teathers' goals, judgments and decisiois suet toll

understood, especially in relation to-teachers' behavior and the

classroom context. The potential contribution of qualitative research

to research on teaching is that fieldwork ethods (e.g., participant

observation, focused interviewing) and analytic techniques, (e.g.,

development of conceptUal and categorical systems from the data

themselves) have been developed by qualitative researchers end have

their canons of ethodological rigor just as quantitative ethods do-'
(e.g., Erickson, 1979a, b; Filstead, 1970; Wilion, 1977).

The fact that qualitiative methods have their own canons of

methodologial rigor is often blurred by the misuse of these methods



(list, 19110).
Erickson (079b) pointed, out a number of limitations and

potential-problems with
ethnographies, some.of which arise,when the

methodological canons become blurred: (a) Timingbrthe time the

ethnology is written up, it-is
too lite for use in the short run. (b)

Validity--ethnographers may not,have boon intensive
enough, oi they may

hays been inept; the
informants may not have been articulate, or they

may have concealed information. (c) Superficiaiitydescription may

haie stopped at surface apPearances. (d) Evidentiary adequacy--the

level of inference about
overall trends may not be supported by the

data.

Methodolo ical Adequacy of the Studies Reviewed. The studies

examined in this.review have us-J a wide variety of research methods.

The methodological
adequacy of the findings of some types of studies

experiments with.standard
psychometric instruments) are easier to

evaluate than other types of studies (e.g., short reports of

ethnographiss, stimulated recall data). Researchers studying teachers'

thoughts, judgments, and
decisions often do not: (a) provide adequate

descriptions of their methods, (b) incorporate methodological
checks in

their studies, or (c)
systematically study methods used in this field of

research. Given these limitations,
it'was virtually impossible to

critically evaluate some of the individual studies
examined in the

review. In this case, replicability
was used as criterion for

including the study. If studies which,
individually, could not be

evaluated adequately on methodological grounds produced consistent

0
results, they were included.

II. TEACHERS' JUDGMENTS

le I

Judgment refers to the process of evaluating or categorizing a

person or e.:3 object. Often the process of judgment is called

Classification, selection cr estimation. This process is not simply rime

application of a rule; judgment goes beyond the available infermetion,

adding information as thx.process progresses (cf. Shulman and Elstein

1975).

Teachers classify students. Teachers, for example, classify

students according to ability. This classification-can be seen in the

membership of different reading groups, teams, and so on. Teachers

select students for referrals to special education, to tasks such-e-a

taking attendance, reading an ssay, and the like. And teachers

estimate students' ability, class participation, indspendenCe, self-

concept and so on.

Judgment, then, permeates teaching.. It is an important process

that, until recently, has been given little systematic attention by

reseacherson teaching, and even less attention by teacher traineis.

Conceptualizations of Teachers' Judgmenti

Perhaps one of the first attempts to conceptualize the judgmental

processes useiLby teachers was reported by Varner in 1923. Actually

Varner was studying the accuracy of teachers' sittings of students'

intelligence because, in the absence of measurements of traits other

than intelligence, teachers' ratings of these traits wOuld have to 1m
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used. In the case of'istolligence,
criteriou--the IQ tost--existed.

Teachers' rating of students' intelligence-could be-compared-with this

criterion. From this comparison,,Varner reasoned, a gineralliStion

could be drawn.about tho accuracy of toae.ors' rating-of other traits.

Varner-(1922, 1923) assumed that teachers' ratings estimates

of students' intelligence, hence judgments)* wore inaccurate. He

identified five factors that contributed to this inaccuracy and, by

doine so, developed a conceptualization of the judgmental process not

unlike some aspects of present-day conceptualizations.

5no factor ififluencing-teache4" judgments was that teachers tended

to to influenced by traits other than intelligence in rating

intelligence (e.g., industr:', personality, appearance). This faCtor,

then, is akin to a-halo effect in the judgmental process (see Heuristics

below; see also Teacher Expectancy).

A second factor was thai some teachers failed to take students'

ages into account when rating their intelligence. Varner presented

evidence-that, ai expected, teacher ratings correlated higher with an

intelligence quotihnt than with mental-age scores. In other ;ands,

teachers failed to consider available information which could increase

the accuracy of their ratings. ,

Third, the accuracy of teachers' ratings was lower for younger

children_than for older children. Tor example, Varner (1922) found that

teachers',classifications of children into the highest and lowest 20th

percentiles more closely approximated classification based on

intell/igence ;est scores for eighth grade students (42% correctly

Classified in the.highost group; 63% correctly classified in the lowest

_group) than for soccnd grade students (22% and 53%, respectively). This

//
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finding is consistent with current psychometric data; measurements On

very young chi dren ara Tess reliable than measurements on oleeer

childreh-due-, inkpart, to differencei in rates of intellectual,

\
emotionall, and.-experiential_growth.

A fourth factr was the inability of-tiachers to compare their
0

pupils=with pupils in gineral of corresOonding grade'levels. Fut in

more mo4ern terms, teat ers' relative judgmenis (ordering-of students

within their classes) wer more accurrte than their absolute judgments

This finding is consistent:withof their students' IQ scorei

psychometric theory and-empirical findings that errors of measbrement

associated with abiolute,judgment are greater than or equal to errors

associated with relative judgments fs.s., Shavolson andlieblv 1981).

The-fifth factor was the teachers' tendency to rate students too

high. TeaChers tended not to want to rate children too low. This is

oconsistent with rIceit findings of -leiliopt4 in, for4Xample, grading.

Varner (1923) conducted-a series of studios provided 4 tosi

of this conceptualization of teacher judgment. Ho constructed detailed.
\

instructions and a,rating form whIch addressed each factor. Ho

demonstrated, under a variety of conditions, that teachers ratings

using his ratinginstrument lore more accurate than ratings made withal
6 . ., \

it. For eximple, $n ono study, correlations of teachers' ratings'Of IQ

without the instrument with IQ test scores ranged from 0.31 to 0.71 w

a median of 0.58 while theie ratings with-the initrument ranged from

0.63 to 0.70 with a median of 0.64. Correlations with mental-age score

of-ratings of-MA without the instrument ranged from 0-.23 to .66 (median

= 0.42) while with the instrument, the corrafitions ranged. from 0.39 to

0.81 (median 0.64).

13



' About 30 years later, Swivels= (1973, 1976; see also Shulman and

Ilstein 1973) developpmd a mcdelrof teachers' ludaments'and pedagogical

decisions as a heuristic for organizing and conducting-research on

teaching. The model suegested a set of questions and_cohjectures about

what infermation-teachors usa. -in making pedagogical judgments,-how-this

information is integrated to reach judements, and how institutional

constraints and individual differences between teaChers affect these
r-a

judgments.(see Fig. 1).

The model assumes that teaching is a_process by which teachurs maks

reasonable judgments and decisioni with the intent of optimizing'student

outcomes (Shavelson 1976). While teachers' judgments and decisionmaking

--

does not always match this-description, it-siems to apply to many goal-

oriented teaching situations.-- -For outemple, in recalling their thoughts

while viewing a videotape of their teaehing:t

Teachers were most affected by their concern-for the pupil ard
based many of their decisions on what theY surmized was
happening with-the individual student.... Content accounted

for the bulk of-the-remaining concerns voiced. Teachers

apparently focused much of their attention on what was
.occurring during the lesson, i.s., whet the students were
hearing, saying, dbing, and feeling (Wear 1978-79, p. 32).

Teachers are seen as active agents with many instructional techniques at

their.dispoial to help students reach seise goal. In order to choose

from this repertoire, they must integrate &Jorge amount of information

about students from a variety of sources. And this information must

somehow be cembined with their own beliefs end goals, the nature of the

instructional task, the constraints of the situation, and so on, iu

order to reach a judgment (for details, see Shavelson and Stern 1981).

14
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'Hers specAfically, the'model-(Fig. 1) identified some important

factors which_may affect teachers' judgments. Teachers have visitable:Ai"

large amount of inforiation abcut their students. Teachers usually seek
1.1.4

information about their students' general ability or achievement, class

ppriicipation, self-concept, social campatence, independence, classredm

behavior and work_hchits (Shavelson and Stern, 1981). This information

comes from maay sources such as their own, informal observations,

anecdotal reports of other teachers, standardized test scores and school_

redords (sae Shavelsod and Stern, 1981, for referefices). In order t,

handle the information overload,

Into judgments about the student'

states (see Shavelson and Stern,

judgments, arelevant,-are used

teachers integrate this information

s cognitive, affective and behavioral

1981, for references). This.

in nekinipedagogical decisions (e.g.,

Shavelson 1976).

Attributions and heuristics (Fig. 1) posits-that information is

selected and-integrated by teachers to reach a judgment, in part, on the,.

basis of a few heuristics and-their attributions for the causes'of

events. Teachers' attributions for-the causes of achievement may serve

as the basis for teachers' judgments about students, such as stUdont

ability, effort, and classroom behavior (cf. Borko and,Shavelson 1978).

Thus, the literature on attribution theory in general and achievement

attribution in particular is pertinent; it has been reviewed by Killey

and Michela (1980) and Weiner (1977; see also Borko and Shavelson 1978;
sr.

Nisbett end Ross 1980) and so will-not-be reviewed hers.

Due to the inability of people to handle, simultaneously, large

amounts of information, they use heuristics for selecting information

-(salience and vividness heuristic), judging the frequency or probability



'ef an event (availability), classifying perscos and objects

(representativeness), and rsvising thWir initial -judgments.(adjuitment.
,

and-anchoring). Vhilethessheuristics lead to accurate judgments in

samy situations, they may also lead to predictable errors (TVersky and

rahneman 1974; Nlabott_and Roes. 1980). The representativeness

'haeristic, for example, states,thit people decide whether.or not some

<

person or Object belongs to a particular category by judging the

similarity between the attributes of the person or object and the

attributestoi-the category (TVersky and Bahneman 1974). For eXample,

when a destription of a student matches the stereotype of-a slow

learner, even it the description is unreliable, incomplete, or outdated,

people often predict with high certainty that the student is a slow

learner. And Dusek (1975) and Smith and Lugenbuhl (1976) have shown

that, in laboratory studies, teacher-student interaction fs- influenced

by unreliable information about thestudent.

The anchoring heuristic states that "people slake estimates about

events and other people by starting from an initial value- that is

adjusted to yield a final enseer. The inital value, or starting point,

Say bSsuggested by the formulation of the problem, or it may be the

result of a partial computation. In either case, adjustments are

typicelly insufficient. That is, different starting points yield

different"estimates, which are biased toward the inital values" (TVersky

andlahneman 1974, p. 1128). For example, subjects were asked'to
. .

atinet. percentages of African countries in the United Nations. They

were given an initial percentage determined at random and asked to

estimate the actual percentage. Groups of subjects beginning at either

10 percent or 65 percent estiaated actual percentages of,25 and 45,

1.8
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respectively. Shavelson et al. (1977) suggpted that this heuristii

might be one mechanism underlying ths teacher expectancy phenomenon in

that'. teacher's initial expectation may sorve as an anchor for his

subsequent estinate of the student's ability. In a number of studies

reviewed by Dusek (1975), for example, initial but not necessarily, valid

information about students influenced ("anchored") the way in,which

tutors taught students. Brophiand Good (1970)-found that teachers'

eitimates of student ability influenced teaiher-student interaction.

Shavelson et al. (1977), in a laboratory sieulation, examined

0

subjects' estiiates of-a student's ability basedsn either reliable or

unreliable information, and their willingness to revise these estimates

on the basis of subsequent infokmation, which was either reliable of

unreliable. They reported that:

...the subjects did consider the reliability of the

inforiation, adjusting their estimates in-the direction

predicted normative) layesiansodel. Furtftermore, the

anchoring heuristic and research-On teacher expectancy,suggese

that initial estimates are difficult to overcome, even in the

face of conflicting in/ormation. 'Nevertheless, tlie dita show

that the subjects did revise initial probability eitimates, as

.,expected by-layes' Theorem (p. 9.5).

These findings-are in contrasi to uch of the judgment literature

on the use of-heuristics"(e.g., Einhorn and Hogarth 1978,

1976). There are a numbor,pf possible explanations. Ono

Slovic ot al.

is tgat the

reiearch in most of the literature has used undergraduate students

making judgments in areas outside their expertise and so experts may no't

fall prey to these errors (Winkler and Murphy 1973; but see Slovic et

al. 1976). Hence, subjects in the Shavelson et al. study (teachers and

students in a graduate school of education), being professioials, may

17



have not fallen prey to errors based on the anchoring heuristic. A

second possible explanation is that the laboratory sifulation was so

highly structured that the subjects could only act rationally. Further

research is needed to decide which of these or some other explenation is

post_plausible.

Attributions refer to the procisses by Which people integrate

information to arrive at causal explanations for events (Rorke, and
-

Shavelson 1978). TO make attributions, the perceiver (e.g., teacher) is

assumed to know the generality of an
actor's (e.g., student's) behavior .

across contexts (consistency information), across entities

(distinctiveness information) and ,the generality of the reaction across

other actors (consensus inforiation).- Various patterns of this

information gi

t

e rise to dinerent attributions.
Iittributions to the

actor (student) arise when there is high consistency (Sally always

passes this partieular math test)-, low distinctiveness (Sally passes

moat other math tests) and lov Consenius (hardly anY other student

passes this particular-math test). ilnder these conditions teachers

4
would perceive Sally as a good math student.

Attributions to the test

'(stimulus attribution) occur when Sally always passes this test (low

lstinctiveness), and everyone else pas'ses the test (high consensus).

When .a perceiver has Limited information, the individual will try to

find the pattern most consisternt with the.information available.

Finally, conflict-stress refers to psYchoaemotional processes.

These processes may affect the choice of information teachers use to

construct their psychOlogical reality (cf. Janis and Mann 1977), evtlu

though past research in this area has not focused on teachers.

-15 -

By generaliiation, heuristics, attributions and conflict..stress

might-be expected to influence tiaChers' judgments about_students,

instructional activities, and institutional-constraints. Depending on

the focus of the research, these judgments may take the form of

myectations, hypotheses, or inferences.

Research Modeling Teachers' Judgpents

Much of the research on teachers' judgments and decisioniaking has

e7

used e-F.Micy capturing approach. With this approach, for example, a

teacher makes judgments.about a number of students base&on their

observations (etc.) of the students in thiir classroom or based on

information provided by the researcher. Then the teacher's judenents

are predicted on the basis of informatinn available to the teacher

(e:g., achievement, work habits, classroom particIpation, classroom

behaviOr). Tbe risUlt is a statistical model which weights each piece

of information in order to maximize prediction oi.the teacher's-actual

judgments.

Research in the literature on human judgment has found that

people's policies can be represented by an additive model-with about

three pieces of information in the model. Reseirch on'teachere

-policiea for judging ability, motivation and the probability that a-

student will hi a behavior problem supports these.findings in the mote

general literature. Laboratory simulations (see Shavilson and Stern in

press, for references) have found that, in Judging student ability,.

teachers primarily use information about student achievement but also

may use information about problematic behavior. In judgine motivation

(effort), teachers rely heavily on Information about achievement,



problematic behavior and work habits. And estimates of behavior

problems r,ely on information about classroom behavior and, to a lesser

extent, I aehievement.

iteseirch on human judgments has found that people are generally

' unaware Of the nature of,their judgment'polkies. Hence, they report

using more information in more complex ways than is suggested by the

statis.ical model of their policies (e.g. Shulogn and Elsteln, 1975;

Slovic.et al% 1975). Studies of teachs' policieeparallel these

findings. .For example, Clark et al. (1079) reported that teachers were

unaware of their judgment policies.

Accuracy of teachers' judgments of students' intelligence.

Research on the accuracy of teachers' judgments of their students'

intelligence typically has correlated intelligence-test scores-with

teachers' ratings or rankings of their students. This research shows

that teachers are, in general, reasonably accurate in spite of what

might ba asserted by critids. Based on eight studies reportsd before

1930, the median correlition_wes 0.54 with a range from 0.31 to 0.7C.

Based on six studies reported since 1930, the median correlation was

0.54 with.a 'range from 0.42 to 0.81.

Row high should this correlation be? Critics might consider a

correlation of 0.54 between teachers' judgments and intelligence-test

scores too low. In contrast, some researchers consider this degree of

accuracy credable. In making your own decision, consider the following.

First, most "strong" validity coefficients (correlations between

predictoresuch as teachers' judgments and criterion scores such as

intelligence-test scores) are, in magnitude, 0.50. It is unusual for

validity coefficients to rise above 0.60. Second, teschersl, implicit
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definitions of intelligence do not correspond to the definiton that

guides intelligence-test construction, Something Varner recognised in

1923. Elnce, teachers' ratings.are not measuring exactly the same trait

as are intelligence tests. This fact will tend to reduce the

correlations.

Coverage of this=topic would be incomplete without noting the large

vaLability between the accuracy of different teachers'

their students' intelligence. Accuracy, as measured by

generally range from lows in the 0.20's :o highs in the

judgments of

correlations,

0.80's. Few

studies have examined what accounts for this variability; Varner's.

(1923) is a notable exception.

Accuraey of teachers' judgments of students' achievement. Research,

on the accuracy .of teachers' judgments of.their students' achievement

typically has correlated teachers' ratings or grades assigned to

students with achievement-test scores. This research shows that

teachers are reasonably accurate in making this judgment (see Shavelson

and Stern, 1981, for references). The median correlation based on over

15 studies was 0.71 with a range from.0.33 to 0.96.

Judgments and diagnoses regarding reading. Byers and Evans (1980)

studied the accuracy of teachers' judgments of stueents' reading '

interests. Teachers judged their students' readinupreferences;

students' actual reading choices sirved'as the criterion measure. .They

found that students' reading interests fluctuated widely over grade

level and gender, and that teachers, on average, inaccurately predicted

students' reading preferences (over-ill range of accuracy was -.23 to

.69 with a mean of .23), because they lacked knowledge about students'

interests.



leachers' and expert'clinicians' diagnosls of children with reading

preblems have-been studied extensively by Vinsonhaler and his Colleagues

(e.g., Vinsonhaler 1079;_ see also Gill 1980; Weinshank 1960). They have

conducted three types of studies: (1) laboratory and classroom studies

of reading specialisti, special education-personnel and classroom

teachers diagnosing chadran's reading problems; (2) computer simulation

studies; and (3) training studies.

Four laboratory and classroom studies have examined the degree to

which reading clinicians end'classroom teachers agree on the diagnosis

of reading problems (Gil 1980; Vinsonhaler 1979; Weinshank 1960). The

Agreement Corollary of their Inquiry Theory states that (a) individuals'

diagncses are more closely related to the "average diagnosis" based on a

group of cliniciani ("group agreemene). than are diagnoses among

individuals, and (b) agreement between diagnoses made by one individual

on equivalent cases ("intra-clinician agreement") should be greater than

agreement between clinicians ("inter-clinician agreement").

The results of the studies indicated that there was reasonable

level of group agreement (e.g., agreement measure of .55-in Vinsonhaler

1979; and .45 in Gil 19$0) on diagnosis. ,However, the intra-clinician

agreement coefficients (e.g., .17 in Vinsonhaler 1979; and .14 in

lieinshank 1980) and the inter-clinician agreement coefticients (e.g.,

-.07 in Viusonhaler 1979; -.04 in Gil 1960; and..11 in Weinshank 1,80)

0
were very low. Reading cliniciaris, special educators-, and classroom

teeAers did not agree with themselves and with each other on diagnosis.

Neither did they agree on remediation (inter-clinician agreement = .10,

intra-clinician agreement =.-.20; Weinshank 1960). In addition, a

correlation oi zero was found between diagnosis and relediation at the

individual leVel (Weinshank 1960).
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Gil (1960) observed and interviewed teachers about their diaenoses.

He found that,the 10 teachers: (a) lacked systematic strategies for

collecting and using information to reach-diagnostic decisions, (b)
.,-1 A

differed on a number of process variables such as the length of their

interaction with-a case and the number of-cues collected; and (c) used

general and incomplete diagnostic irrategies both in the liboratory and

in the natural classroom setting. Teachers appeared to lack information.

procesing strategies to make complete, pecific diagnoses: In addition, :

Weinshank (1980) found that individual clinicians interacting with a

case tended not to ,feliow their stated plans of action regarding data

collection procedures, diagnosis end romediation.

Computer simulaeion studies exaMined diagnostic accuracy as a

function of (a) 'having a'specific routine for collecting information on

a case; and (b) generating a few or-many hypotheses, depending on the

certainty of the hypotheses. These stud4es found that simulations that

used routine cue collection.procedures and generated hypotheses early

perfoimed significantly better then those that did not. However, the

simulations did not perform as well as the human clinicians who

diagnosed the same cease. Finally, training teachers to conduct a

systematic diagnosis of reading problem increased the accuracy of

ther dignoses. Nevertheless, the accuracy for most trainees was below

that considered sppropriate;,,

Concluding comment. Teachers' judgments are critical component

of the teaching process. Their judements of general ability traits--

intelligence and-achievement--are reasonably accurate. However', the

accuracy of their judgments of students' behavior on particular taski--

or of students' reading problems--is considerably lower than would b.
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hoped-for. While-there is mime vidence-that training can overcome, to *

some degree, these inaccuracios, sdditional research on teachers'
0

judeilental processes is needed.
Such research*would serve as the basis

for training teachers to improve their judgments. ly doing so, we might

just be able to improve the effectiveness of teachers in helping

students reach valued educational goals.
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c III. TEACHERS' PLANNING

WI. 1

Teachers'.planning rotors to that aspect oft:aching whers:teedhe
,

formulate a.courie of acCion for carrying out instruction oier a-sChno

year, a seeester, a month, a day, or a lesson. -planning is.cine

important component of teaching that is typically carriod'out without

the presence of students, That is, planning is teaching in an empty

classroom.

The importance of Planning cannot he overistimatedt Decisions

by teachers while planning instruction have a,profound influence dh

their classroOm behavior and on the nature and outcomes of the educiti

children receive. !lechers' instructional plans-serve as "scripte4o

carrying out interactive teaching (Shavelson and Stem_ 1981; see slid

Smith and SendolbaCh 1979). Scripts exert such a,strong influence on

teachers that they tend not to "deviate from them Once they-have begun-.

teaching (Shavelson and,Stern, 1981; see alsw.loyce4978-70; Peterson

and Clark 1978; Zahorik 1976). ly knowIng a teacher's, script for a

particular.lesson, much of the teacher's behavior in'the,classroOi can

be predicted. Stern and Shavelson.(l980) found this to ble true of

reading instruction and Smith.and Sendelbach'(1979) fouls' ihis to be

true of science instruction usIng ethnographic studies of ein84e

classrooms.

Teachers' planning decisions influence-the content,:miterlals,
.

social climate, and-activities of instruction. For example, decisi

0

about curriculum adoptiOns, or at least selectiOns Iromand

'4
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modificationi of edopted-curriculum,
affect the. process of teaching

Amd,Sendelbath 1979) as well as what children learn (Walker and

Sthaffarsiek 1974). Also decisions about
grouping students for readinS

half: heel-elbows to
have such a.profound effect

that children in the

:-higheat,..reeliag group may be paced-23 timesits
fast as children in the

lowest itading group with reiding test scorei refleiting this difference

in peciag (Shavelson.and-iorko 1979).

Tiachers' Instructional Plans

,
Meet teadhers

are-trained to plan instruction by: (a) specifying

.(hibavioral) objectives, (b) specifying-students'
entry behavior

(knokledge.and skills), (c) selecting and sequencing learning activities

S")

',was-tome. students from entry behavior to objectives, and (d)

evalsating-the outcomes of
instruction in order to improve planni,og.

While this prestriptivq
model of planning may be one of the most

Consistently tausht features of the curriculum of teacher education

programs, the model-is consistently not
usedAy-teachers in planning

instruction.
Obviouily there is a mismateh

between the prescriptive

planeing model and the demands of.classroom
instruction, Thii mismatch

arises becausevteachers must balance inatiple educational goals (e.g.,

content instruction,
behavior control, social

interaction),.must take

into account students' goals (peer relations,
learning), and ust

maintain the flow of activity
during a lesson or face behavioral

ianagesient problcas (Doyle 1979 2980).
Activities, then, and not the

prescriptive,nodel.are the focus of teacher plannini.

'As Taylor (1970) pointed out, most planning.appears unsystematic

slid general in nature.
Teachers appear uncertain as to what the
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planning proeess requires. To date, re! A aa ch on teacher planning has

not led to the formulation of a model of teachers' planning; rather, it

has idintified components that such a model-must intorporate-to be

101. 4

descriptive and to be realistically prescriptive.

The instructional activity is the basic instructional nnit Of

planning-(Clark ad yinger.1979; Peterson et al. 1978; Smith* and

Sendelbach 1979; Yinger 2977; Zahorik 1975) andaction.in theclassro.mo

(Shavalson and Stern, 1981). We term the-basic, structural unit of .

_

planning the "teak." A task is comprised of several elements which-haVe,

individually been identified in the planning literature. One element ia

content, the.subject matter to be taught (e.g., Clark and'Yinger

Once a arricuium has been selected,'teachers accept the-text book,as

the major, usually only, source of content (e.g., Smith and Sendelbach

1079;,Shavelson 1976). A second element of a task is materials, those

things that'thildren can observe and/or manipulate (e.g.

Morine-Doishimer 1978=791,..Peterson et al. 1978, Zahorik 1973). A-third

element of a-task is activi;,ihezlthinai the-teacher and students Will

be doing during the lesson (e.g., Clark ancrYinger 1974; Smith and

Sendelbach 2979). The concept of activity includes-I-Sequencing, pacing

and timing the instructional content and materials (cf. Smith and-f

Sendelbach 1979;.Taylor 1970). A-fourth element is noels, the teacher'i:

general aim for a task, usually learning, effect or both. Goals are not

the SAMO,811 behavioral objectives; they are much more general and Vague,

but functional (cf. Clark and Yinger 2979). A fifth element is

students, especially their abilities, needs,and interests (3orko t al.

1979; Horine-Dershimer 1976-79; Shavelson, Atwood and Sorko 1977). The

last element is social-cultural context of instruction (cf. Florio 1979;
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Jamesitk 1978; Shavelson and-Borko 1974). This refers to the-class as a

whole and its sense of "groupness"-(Janesick1978) or a specially

c
'created community-(rlorio 1979) as well as teachers' grouping" of

studen 'or instruction (e.g., tutor-tutee, reading groups; cf. Barr

1974, 1975; rko 1978; Shavelson and-Sorko 1979).

Th.ccncpticthiachers ! planning presented-here is one in-which

instru.itional.tasks are treated by the teacher. In,creating tasks, we

. .

know that teachers juggle Som Ke all of the elements described above.

In addition, we knowIhat any concept on of plannins mustinclude a-time
t

dimension.. One Aspect of the tile dimension itthe hierarchical

or anisation of planning;-Yinger (1977, p. 172) iittified fivaevels:

1. Lona ranee vearlvbasic ideas for social studies, science--
,

some for math and readingbasic structure of what will be

done but not specific time.

2. Term--planning.on a term basis for social studies, science,

and for movies.

.3. Monthlydeciding on basic,unitsfor social.studies, science,

and math. I.decide on what I need librarian to get or what

movies I need.

4. Meeklyuse teacher's plan bookspecific units and time

element addedmore detailed.

S. Daily-= put schedule on board, gettihg actual materials oilt.
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A second aspect of the time-diionsion is that planning decisions

made early.in_the academic year exert a profound influence on teachers'

,planning for the remainder of the year (e.g., Clark'1978-79; Joyce/

197849). According to.Joyee-(1978-79 p. 75):

Most of-the important prsactive decisions by teachers-are 1

term in their influence as opposed to the in influence,of=

lesson by lesson planning. Relatively early in thellear,-moiit;

teachers set up a series of conditiOna which-wore ter be,

powerfully,influential on-the possibilities of decision making'

thereafter. Lesson planning, to the extent that it goes-oi

consciously, involves the selection andzhandling of naterials,

and activities within-the framework that has"been set up by

tho long-term decisions.

Studies a Teacher Planning

Researchers studying teacher'planning have used i variety of

methods inclyding questionnaires/interviews (e.g., Morine-pershimer

1978-79a-c; Zaherik 1975), ethnogrAphy (e.i., Yinger 1977), simulations

(e.g., borko 1978; Morino 1976; Russo 1978; Shavelson et al., 1977;

-1977) and "think Aloud" protocols (e.g., Peterson et al. 1978)-.

Not surprisingly, different-Method' reveal different aspects of the

planning process4 Nevertheless, 'for the most part, the finding., as

summarised above, havA-been consistent..or complementary. Namely,
\

focus on tasks and a:bedded in rhese tasks are teadhers'teachers

concerns

"The

1. Most

About content, aCtivities:-Sindentivlieale, end the like..

\in\s
---

results of research on teacher-plann g-nre\summarisod in Tabl

of the resSarch has found that teechersare Concerned with

subject matter in planning instruction. Their concern, horver",--in_ let

with the structure of the subject matter (cf. Schwab 1962; Sid:velum

1972, 1974, 190) and.more with the selection of content fortho

of building tasks (cf. Clark 1978-79; Shavelson and Stern, 1911).
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Research elso has found that teachers consider inforeation about

students, especially student ability, when planning instruction (e.g. ,

Cooper et al., 1979; Bork° 1978; Morine-Marshiner 1978-79b; Russo 1978;

Shavelsen et al., 1977). Both Morine-Dershimer (1978-79b) and Mintz

(1979) pointed out-that teachers concerns-about students in their

planning were greatest early in the year when teachers were "getting to

know" their students. Once teachers-had reached a judgment about their

students, less attention (i.e., conscious concern) was given to students-

in verbal ieports. In contrast, Peterson et al. (1976) reported that
_

, -

verbal protocols showed little mention of students during plaining.

However, these contrsdictory findings may be an artifact of thu methods

used. First, in the Peterson et al. (1978) study, students (unknown

previously by,the teacher)-were randomly assigned to teachers. These

teachers, then, did not have information about their students. Second,

Morine (1978-79b) has pointed out that "while the...teachers rarely

mentioned pupil ability, specific objective Isle), teaching strategy, or

nesting arrangement in response to the general question [to state their

lesson plans], their ready responses to the probes indicated that the

ental plans or images of the lesson...did include such aspects of

instruction" (p. $S, italics ours).

A central focus of teachers is the activity 'developed in the lesson

ptan (see Table 1). Activity refers to the allocation_of time, the

bequeneini and-the timing (or pacing or flow) of content and materials

during the lesson. While most research has found the activity to be of

central importance in plans, little*is known about how activities are

constructed or what routines or "scripts" teachers bring to the planning

process which are filled out monthly, weekly anddaily (cf. Finger 1977)
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to provide the routine for interactive teaching. Finger's (1977) study

provides some insight into activity planning. The teacher he studied

approached the activity as a three-stage problemsolving task includinn:
%.,/

(1) problem finding where-content, goals, knowledge, and aperients

conbined to yield an initial conception of the activity worthy of future

consideration; (2) problem-formulation and solution inVolving

progressive elaboration of the activity; and (3) activity implementation

emphasizing "evalustiOU and routinization to the teacher's repertoire of

knowledge and experience, whiCh in turn play a major role in future

p1annic3 deliberations" (Clark and,Yinger 1979, p. 238). Research,

having-established the task as a central focus in plaining, needs to
.

move on to describing the variety of routines or scripti teachers have

for planning activities and under what conditions they are used.

Most naturalistic researclCreports that!)b ectivei do not play,a

major role in the planning_process while laboratory simulation studies

report that teachers do take objectiees/soals into consideration. This

conflicting finding might be iesolved on methodological grounds:

Apparently teachers' verhal reports and lesson plans do not emphasize

objec:ives. However, in laboratory simulations-asking teachers to make

decisions about goals or objectives, teachers du so and report that

doing so is consistent with their classroom planning (e.g., Rorko 1976;

'Russo 1978). As Morine-Dershimer (1978-79b) pointed out, while

objectives are not part of their verbal rsports about lessen plans', they

are part of the teachers' mental image or plan. Probing, done either

directly or indirectly as in simulations or interviews, is apparently

needed to find this out.
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Finally, several studiei_ have shown that teachers, at the beginning

of them academic year, set forth plans and make decisions that guide-

subsequent planning over the remainder of the year. :This means that,

unless researchers examine planninvat the beginning=of the year, they

are liable to iss some aspects of planning. They are also liable to

conclude-that teachers do not, for exsiple, consider student

characteristics or objectives when, during most.of the year, such

information is part of the teacher's planning script or routine.

Moreover, -these long-term plans have_a profound influence on classroom

teaching. "In effect, the selection of aterials and the subsequent

activity flow establishes the 'problem frame'.--the boundaries within

which decisiosaking will be carried on" (Joyce 1978-79, p. 75; italics

in original).

There are a few findings, not reported in Table I, that deserve

attention. Several studies have found that management of students is a

primary concern in planning (Smith and Sendelbach 1979), especially in

grouping students (Mintz 1979; Stern and Shavelson 1980). And Zahorik

(1270) observed that teachers who planned thoroughly were less sensitive

to their students (i.e., encouraged student ideas and discussion less).

Peterson et al. (1978) found that teachers who were prolific planners

had students with lower attitude scores than students whose teachers did

not plan extensively. These last-two Studies suggest planning may be

countev.productive if teachers become single-minded and dopot adapt

their lisson to student needs.
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IV. Teachers' Interactivw Docisionmaking

Teachers' interactive decisionmaking refers to decisions teach.rs

make while interacting (e.g., lecturing, disCussing, tutoring) wiih

their students. These decisions have been characterized'as-".inflighe

or "real-time" decisions since teachers typically do not have the luxury

of time to reflect upon these decisions or to seek additional

information before deciding upon a course of action.

Teachers' interactive decisions are greatly influenced by their

plans (see "Teachers' Planning"). Instructional tasks--including the

goals, content, materials, activities ..nd timing of

instruction--constitute a large part of teachers' planning activity.

These instructional tasks--perhaps in the form of mental "scripts" (cf.

Abelson 1976, Schenk and Abelson 1977) or "images" (cf. Morine-Dershimer

1978-79b)--serve as,a mental plan for carrying out interactive teaching

(cf. Joyce 1978-79; Horine-Dershimer 1978-79b). These images or plans

are routinized so that once begun in the classroom they typically are

played out (Joyce 1978-79; Horine-Dershimer 1978-79b), much as a

computer subroutine is (cf. Shavelson 1976). Routines inimize

conscious decision-making during interactive teaching (Clark and Finger

1979; Joyce 1978-79; MacKay 1977; MacKay and Harland 1978;

Morine-Dershimer 1978-79b) and so the "activity flow" (Joyce 1978-79) is

aintained. Moreover, from an information-processing perspective, the

routinization of behavior akes sense. Routines reduce the amount of

information teachers have to consider and the number of decisions they
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have to make by rendering the timing and sequencing of activities and

students' behavior predictable within an activity flow. Hence,

conscious monitOring of instruction can-then focus on particular

students (Cannors 1978; MacKay 1977; MacKay and !garland 1978; Harland

1977; Morine-Dershimer 117$-79b) and-on deviations of the lesson from

the originel plan (e.g., Clark and Unger 1919; Joyce 1978-79;.Peterson

and Clark 1978)-.

Decision-meking during interactive teaching, then, usually arises

when the teaching-routine is not going as planned (cf. Clark and Unger

1979; Joyce 1978-79; MacKay 1977;-MacKay and Marland 1978). Usually on

the basis of lack of student involvement or behavior problems, teachers'

judge that tho lesson is problematic (e.g., Peterson and Clark 1978) and

may choose to: (a) continue the lesson or (b) Change the lesson (Joyce

1978-79; Peterson and Clark 1978; Snow 1972)-. Typically; teachers

choose not to change the lesson (Clark and Unger 1979; Joyce 1978-79;

Peterson and Clark 1978). In some cases, this choice is.based on a

decision to deal with t!..s problem in future plans (cf. Joyce 1978:79;

Peterson and Clark 1978). This tactic seems reasonable since, if the
e

expectation is set up that the teacher will continually change a lesson,

a

management of students and'instructional tasks may become problematic.

Morine-Dershimer (1976-79b p. 86) has aptly captured the nature of

decisionmaking during interactive teaching.
2

For the lessons ...mined in devil hero, when there was little
or no discrepancy between teacher plan and classroom reality,
teacher information processing was "image-oriented," with
teacher recall Of previous kAoOlige about pupils playing an.
important part. Decision points were handled by established
routines: When there was-a minor discrepancy betweeniteacher
plan and classroom reality, teacher information processing was
"reality-oriinted," with a fairly narrow range of pupil

3A4

(Insert Fl.ture

2 here)
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behavior being obierved. Decision points were handled by "in-

flight" decisions. When a more pervasive-discrepancy between,
teacher plan and classroom reality waa,perceived, then teacher
information processing was "problem-oriented," with teachers
topping a broader spectrum of information about pupils. When

a large discrepancy existeCldicisions were pdetponed to a
e

later time.
.
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A Model of Teachers' InteractiVe Decisionmaking

A model of teachers' interactive decisionmaking is prisented in

Fig. 2. It is a synthesis of research by Joyce (1978-79), Peterson aid

Clark (1978), Shavelson (1916), and Snow (1972). It posits that
44/

teachers' interactive teaching May bo characterised as carrying oui well

established routines. In carrYinS out the routine, the teacher monitors

the classroom, seeking cues-, such as student participation, for

determining whether the routine is proceeding as planned. Thiui .

monitoring is probably automatic as long-as the cues are within an

acceptable tolerance (e.g., student out-of-seat behavior during

discussion), the teacher has to decide if immediate action is called

for. If so, the teacher has to &cid...1f a routlne is availble fee

Kindling the problem. The teacher may take action based'on a routioe

developed from previous experiences. If no routine is available, the.

teacher reacts spontaneously and then continues the teaChing routine.

If an immediate action is"not called for, the teacher considers whether

delayed action, say after the lesson or in future planning, is

necessary. The teacher notes the action in memory and carries on,his

teaching routine. If no action is necessirr, the teacher decides

whether or not.to retain the information an( continues with his

routine.
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lisearch on Teachers' Interactive Decisionmakina

-Most of the research on teachers' decisions and behavior during

interactive teaching has employed the method of stimulated recall. With

4timulated recall, the researcher either audio--or videotiOes a leison.

After the lesson (or after school, depending-on seheduling), the tape is

played back to the teethes by ihe researcher and the teacher is asked to

describe convert mental activities that acconjoanied the overt behavior.

-Research using stimulated recall consistently has found-that

teachers' plans serve as a mental script (cf. Abelson 1976) or image

(Morine-Dershimer 1978-79b) which guides their interactive teaching.

Theis images or scripts are routinized. Once begun, they typically are

carried out. Hence, interactive teaching has been described in many

studies as,primerily'carrying out a routine.

Moreover, this research has found that teachers are reluctant to

change their routines, even if they are not proceeding as well as

expected. When changes do occur, they typiCelly are minor adjustments

in the routine and not major revisions (i.e.,."fine tuning;6 Joyce

1978-79). However, this research does not ieveal why the teachers are

reluctant to change their plans (but see Peterson and Clark 1978). One

passible reasbn

?it the basis of

is that the routine chosen during-planning was judged,

experience and the nature of the task, to be hetter than

any alteinative routine available to the teacher. A second possible

reason is that the current routine was the only one available and any

hastily-developed routine might not be expected to fare as well. A

third possible reason is that changing routines during a lesson

introduces uncertainty, both for teachers and students. For teachers,

this constitutes an information-processing burden and a decrease in
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their ability to monitor participation and beiavior in.the-class! For

students, shifting routines miaht lead to their having difficulty

tollowing the flow of instruction hd,riesult in learning and classroom

managepent problems (cf. Doyle 1980).

In sum, teachers' main-coneern during interactive teaChing is to

maintain the.flow of the activity. TO interrupt this flow to reflect on

an alternative and consider the.possibility of changing routine

drastically increeses the information processing demands on-the teacher

and increases the probability of classroom management problems.

Studies of teachers' reports,of their thoughts while teaching,

reveal that teachers attend to their mental script or'image while

teaching, and this focus of attention is broken only when their

monitoring of the classrciou indicates potential problem or unexpected

event. When a problem or unexpected event arises, teachers report

becoming "aware of reality" (e.g., Mash 1978-79; McNair and Joyce

1978-.79). Their attention then focuses on student behavior.

A very common script used by teacherz during interactive teaching

is one of structuring, soliciting, responding and reacting (lellack,

Klieband, Hyman_and Smith 1966), where teachers ask questions and

student. respond. Teachers using this script attend to subject matter

in the script and to students. A decisioh ie required when a student

sgives 4 somewhat unexpected response. In carrying out this script,

teachers apply certain principles or routines regarding their

interaction with students (Connors 1978; MacKay 1977; MacKay and Marland

.1978; Marland 1977). One principle is termed compensation. The teacher

attempts to compensate the alleged "have-nots" in their classes by

favoring the shy, or low-achieving student in, for example, selecting

r.
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respondents to their questions. A second principle is strategic

leniency, which entails being
lenient with a student in need of special

attention. A third principle is power sharing, where the teacher uses

the informal power structure for dispensing his influence. A fourth

piinciple is proaressive checking, where the teacher checks on

especially low-ability
students' pmogress during interactions or on

assigned tasks. Aed the fifth principle is suppressing emotions.

s-

Teachers systematically suppress
their emotioos in front of students

because:* (a) their emotions ight be a catalyst for unmanageable

student behavior; (b) their emotions, especially negative reactions

toward students' responses, might harm the students' self-concepts; or

(c) their emotions might,lead to
unjust treatment of different students.

Teachers regularly monitor the classroom as a way to evaluate a

routine (e.g., Joyce 1978?79). A Problem with a-routine cften is
. .

,

signaled by a lack of student participation or-by unsanctionid behavior

sech-aa out e nose.-of-sat or i If the problem is serious enough, it may
. ,

interrupt the routine (see Figure 1). Iltis is the occasion

decision-making during interactive teaching.

Most studies report that
teachers'.decision-baking is not pervaeive

during interactive teaching (o.i., Meday 1977; garland 1977). However,

MacKay reported-that teachers made about 10 interactive decisions per

hour gue4Mbrine-Dershimer and4allance
(1975) reported between 9.6 and

13.9 decisions per lession (t). Clearly, teachers make decisions during

interactive teaching, In making decisions, teachers tended to consider

,only a few al ernative courses of action. .MacKay (1977) reported-that

teachers seldom considered mote than two alternatives and

Morine-Dershimer and Valiance reported means of between 2.2 and 3.2

for moit

33
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alt:rnatives per lesson for four different-groups of teaChers.

Moreover, teachers tendid not tq critically evaluate the-alternatives;

rather, they sought confirmation for theirscioice (MacKay 1977;, Mad*
let 4

and Harland 1978; see EinhOrn and )iogarth 1971, r for a review of fesearth

on coniirmation-in judgment end decision-making).

Few studies have tracedhthe teaching proc4ss from initial

information through teacher characteristics and cognitive_processes-to

planning and interactive teacIfifirand-tha eff...s.of-Chese-components.of

teaching on'students' achievements and attitudes. One notable exceptiom

ls a Study by PeterLon and Clark (1978). Waive teachers taught a

social itudies unit (not previously taught by the teachers) to three

different groups of eight junior high students who they did not know-and.

on whoa they had no other information. They found that teachers-used

information about student participation and involvement4n the lessoi. to

judge how well their lesson was going. May considered alternativea

only when teaching was going poorly and changed strategies in about half

the probleeatic situations. However, these changes usually were not

major ones; rather, they were more like fine tuning of the original plan

(cf. Joyce 1978-79).

Peterson and Clark (1978) alsosfound.that teachers
high in verbal

. -
ability (measured by a vocabulary test) were more likely tolenerate

alternative courses of action and to uee a more complex decision

strategy than were teachers lod in verbal ability. Moreover, teachers

high on reasoning ability and conceptual level were very
likely to use a

more complex decision strategy than teachers who scored low on these

measures.
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Correlatioes between measures of planning and interactive teaching

_replicatNiZahorik's (1970) finding that planning exclusively directed

to content aid objectives may produce rigid instruction- That is,

process-oriented teachers were ore likely to change plans than content-
,

ariosted teachers.
4

Correlationebetween a manure of the complexity of teachers'

reperted_interactivo decisions-and measures of student achievement and

attitude were negativa"(I). Taachers who considered alternative .

teaching strategies-and-even changed strategy during teiching were

associated with students lower inachievemett and attitude. Note,

however, that-thise taachers also experieneed problems with their normal

teachins routine and so had.to consider altirnatives. In contrast,

teachers reporting that their teaching went as planhed were assodiated
4

'with high student achievement. Those routines which maintained the flow,

of activity, then, wire aisociated-with higher student achievement.

In a revio-i'of four studies, Shavelson anci-Borko (1979; the studies

were: )arr 1974, 1975; Russo'2,978; Stern and Shay...lean 1981) examined

teachers' policies about srouping students=for reeding and tracedIthe

grouping decision throu6 interactiie teaching and student achievement.

They reported that most teachers grouped students for reading on the

basis of ability. However, few teachers did not group students

primarily-due IO a lack of materials and other resources. Once grouped,

the group and not the individual student became the unit for planning

instruction. ?lechers' plans for low groups differed.considerably from

, their plans for high groups. Procedures, decoding skills (reading

aloud) and highly structured assignments were planned and carried out

for low grou0s while flexibility in procedures and assignments and an

41
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emphasis on,comprehension skills were planned and.carriad.out foi high

groups. During interactiVa teaching, the hish groups-wepaced as moch-

a, 15-times- faster than the jow groups. And student achlevszant in the
41 A

high groups was corrsspOndingly higher than.in the low grou0s.

k
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Darr, How ChildrerNre Taught TO IteadreGrou;liig-and Pacing

-..

.

Barr investigated tfie,ature of first-grade teachersi grouping-
,

,

and pacing decisions.
Twel4Nteachers from four schools were inter

,

viewed toward the beginning and tle end of the school year to

-determine the coitmeition of readingiroups within their class=

rooms-and the pace of reading inotructiorvinumbor of basal-stories

read). Additional informition about the teaChers (e.g., prior

first-grade teaching experience), pupils (e.g., itaardised test

scores) and teaching conditions (e.g., availability dcinstructionai

materials) also was obtained.

Barr found that prior to grouping for reading ifiatruct

, teachers sought information about students' reading ability fr

observations of student behavior, reading work, readiness test

scores and anecdotal reports. When teachers grouped students,

they did so on the basis of reading ability, but teachers differed

considerably in their decisions on whether to group and when to grouP

for basal reading and phonics instruction. Barr speculated that

these decisions were influenced by school characteristics such as

availability of instructional materials, teacher characteristics

such as conceptions about good reading instruction, and-class

characteristics such as the presence of a number of low-ability pupils

Teachers had little trouble articulating the factors that

influenced their grouping decisional in
contrast, teachers had much

difficulty explaining conditions that influenced their pacing

decisions. Barr identified three factors that appeared to affect-'*

paces grouping decisions, group characteristics and teacher

characteristics. When teachers decided to form ability groups,

these groups were always paced at different rates-while whole
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Barr, Bow Children Ars Taught To Readi .

'class instruction, proceeded at one rate. Higher-ability groups

were paced fastir than lower-ability groups. Groups comparable

in ability were paced at different rates which suggested teacher

characteristics influenced pace.

at,

Page 2

O.,

Barr, Insiructional Pace Differences and Their Effect on Reaaink
Acquisition

The purpose of Barr's study was to explore the effect of

pacing during whole class and-ability-group basal instruction

on-the reading achievement of high, average, and low-aptitude

students. Pacing was defined-al the number-of new basal-words

introduced to students within-a certain time period. Barr pre-!.

dicted a higher level of learning for puPils who received group

rather than whole-class instruction because, in.ability:groups,

"ace is matched to each student's aptitude level.

To test this hypothesis Barr identified two groups of high,

average, and low-ability first-grade pupils. While thise'groups

lwere-similar in many important[rispliriUch as SES, the.format

and pace of their basal instruction differed. One.gxoup received

instruction as a whole class where the pace was the same throughout

the school year while the second group was divided into three

ability groups that were paced-at ver'i`differedt rates. Barr
N,...

compared students in the two groups one OthN pace ortheir

)'Ninstruction, b) number of basal words learned, c -rcent of basal

words learned to words introduced, d) general word recognition, and

e) passage comprehension.

The'results indicated that in ability groups the pace was

greater than in whole class instruction. As predicted,

Barr found that average and high-aptitude students receiving

group instruction learned sigdificantly more basal words than

children of the same ability receiving whole class instruction.

Low ability students, however,-learned the same number of words

regardless of the instructional format. Average and high-aptitudi

4 4
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students in ability groups were
given many more words to learn in

-

a much shorter amount of time than mtudents-of comparable ability

recJaying whole class instruction. However, no meaningful

diffrnce was found between the middle and high-ability students

whole clams or group instruction on the percent of

basal word-I-learned to words introducd. Students with similar reading

aptitude receiving whole.class
instruction did not differ from

students taught in ability grO4e-op standardized measures of

general word recognition and passage comprtheneion.
-
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Borko, An Examination of Some Factors Contributing to Teachers'
Preinstructional Classroom Organization and Management
Decisions

Borko examined the effects of educational beliefs, various-

cues about students (e.g.,- overall achievement), and estimates of

students academic competence, motivation_and.behavior-on teachers'

decisions. 'Forty-six public and private school teachers, primarily

female, who had taught at the upper elementary level (grades 4-6)

for at least a year participated in the study. Subjects began

by completing a measure of educational attitudes that assessed

their traditional-progressive educational beliefs,. Teachers next

were asked to assume the role of an educational consultant hired to

--_assist fifth-grade teachers make instructional decisions. They then

read descriptions of thirty-six hypothetical fifth-grade tudents.

These descriptions systematically varied six student cuess a) ex,

broverall achievement, c) social 'competence, d) self-confidence,

e) work habits, and f) ability to work independently. After reading

each description, subjects were asked to make estimates concerning

the student'a academic competence,-motivation and classroom behavior

and to make seven decisions regarding classroom organization and

management and long-term objectives.for that 'student.

Borko found that teachers used a limited amount of information

to estimate stud,nts' cognitive, affective and behavioral states.

Teachers tended,to rely on the single piece of information most

.relevant to each estimate (e.g., overall achieveient was used to

judge academic competence). Educational beliefs did mit influence

any'estimate. In contrast, teachers' decisions about selecting

content, tutoring, referrals for testing, and long-term social

4 6
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Borko, An Examination
of Some Factors . . .

Page 2

competent* and
apotional growth goals

were influenced by their

educational beliefs.
Teachers with strong traditional beliefs,

for example, decided to give students less responsibility for

planning their
instruction than teachers with weaker traditional

beliefs. Cues about students and judgpents of students' academics

motivational and
behavioral tates also influenced teachers'

decisions.
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Brophy & Good, Teachers' Communication of Differential Expectations

for Children's Classroom Performances Some

Behavioral Data

Brbphy and Good assumed that teachers form different perfor-

mance xpectations for differentstudents. The purpose-of-their

investigation was to determine the processes hy-which teachers

communicate these different expectations to individual children.

Four first-grade teachers from a small Texas school district

were asked to rank order their pupil, on achievement. These

rankings were considered the teachers' expectations for their

students' classroom performance. Three boys and three girls

rankedAsery low and three boys and three girls ranked very high

from each classroom were chosen for observatione. 'On four days

in each classroom two observers coded all dyadic interactions

between-teachers and individual children in the group selected

for study.

The findings indicated that teachers communicated'

different performance expectations to different children through

their 'Classr*om behaviors. Teachers, for example, tended to

encourage quality performance from students for whom they held

high perfOrmance expectations. They were also more likely to

praise their work and to avoid criticism. In cotr.trast, students

for whom th. teachers had 'low performance expectations were less

likely to be encouraged to Improve or to receive praiAe.when

they performed well. These students were.criticised more often

for incorrect answers.
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-Brophy & Rohrkemper, Teacher's Thinking About Problem Students

Brophy and Rohrkemper studied the nature of teachers' thoughts

about problematic elementary school students. The authors asked

fifty-four elementary chool teachers_to read vignettes about

different types of typical problem behavior uch as hyperactivity,

aggressiveness and low achievement. After reading these accounts,

teachers were asked to describe in their own words each problem

student and how therwould handle the situation. The authors

hypothesized that teachers' thoughts about the students and

teachers' perceived ibility to handle the situations would vary

depondincon the degree to which the teacher maintained control

over the ituation.

The results supported this,hypothesis. For problem situations

wherethe teacher's authority definitely was threatened (aggressiveness),

tachers perceived student behavior as under the student's control

and intentionally comeitted whereas in situations where teachers

Jost control but mair:...ained authority (hyperactivity), student

behavior was viewed as unintentional and less controllable. In

problem situations where neither the teacher's authority nor

control over the student wee jeopardized (low achieving student),

teachers viewed the behavior as not under the student's control

and unintentional and were more optimistic about their ability to

affect a positive change in the behavior that would be lasting

and would generalize to other situations% A model of teacher 4%

strategy construction for handling problem situations baued on

this notion of problem ownership and also cost-benefit analysis

was discussed.
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Byers & Evans, Using a Lens-Model Analysis to Identify the Factors
. in Teaching Judgment

Byers and Evans used a lens model analysis to study the accuracy

of teachers' judgments of their students reading preferences. In

a lens modeling study three types of information are necessary,

a) a criterion measure of the event being judged, b) a list of cues

that predict the criterion measure, and c) an observer or judge who-

predicts the criterion measure. In this study students' choice of

books was the criterion measure. Twenty-nine cues such as fiction,

fantasy and peers were used to describe the books from which the

pupils could chooses research has shown these cues predict students'

choice of reading materials. Teachers also predicted their students'

reading preferences.

Twenty-nine teachers-and 227 K to 6th grade students participated

in the study. Students were randomly selected from teachers' class

lists, subject only to the restriction that there should be an equal,

number of males and females. Pupils chose their books from a brochure

that contained descriptions of Scholastic Press books. After the

students had made their selections, teachers were asked to identify,

from the same brochure, the books they thought each of their students

would prefer. Teachers had no knowledge of their students' choices.

To measure the overall accuracy of teachers' judgments, the

agreement between a teacher's prediction .)f students' reading

preferences and students' actual preferences was estimated. The re-

sults indicated teachers did.not judge students' choice of reading

,materials very accurately. Teachers differed from students in the

cues they used to select books indicating they wire not very knowledgable

about student's reading interests. As expected, students' reading

interests varied widely over grade level and sex. -
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Clark, Gage, Marx, Peterson, Stayrook & Winne, A Factorial Experiment

on Teacher Structuring, Soliciting and Reacting

The authors examined the effect of teachers structuring,

soliciting and reacting during group inetruction on student achieve-

mnt and attitude. Structuring consisted of telling students what

was going to happen next. Soliciting was defined as teachers

asking questions and studenti responding. Reacting was teacher

feedback following students' responses. The authors prepared eight

different ecology lessons for the study that systematically varied

structuring (high or row), soliciting (high or low), and reacting

(high or low).

Four experienced lementary school teachertrand 408 middle-

class, sixth-grade boys and girls participated in the study. Each

of the four teachers was randomly aesigned to+tach eight ecology

les&oxu o eight different groups of students. Each lesson was a

different variation of the structuring, soliciting and reacting

strategy. Prior to teaching, instructors received two weeks of

training on the behaviors associated with 'high and low structuring,

soliciting and reacting., In addition, teachers were given a lesson

script. The script helped ensure that the subject matter presented

to students and the teaching behaviors used were the same over all

instructors and lesions. Students completed achievement and

attitude pretests, pl.lettests, and 3-week retention tests.

The results indicated that structuring, soliciting and reacting

did affect tudent achievement. High achievement was associated

with high structuring (e.g., stating objectives at the

beginning of the lesson, outlining lesson content, indicating

important points in the lesson), low soliciting (e.g., asking

significantly more low order than high order questions), and

51
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Clark,-Gage, Marx, Peterson,
Stayrook 416 Winne, A Factorial ... Pg. 2

high reacting (e.g.,
praising correbt student responses, providing

explanations for incorrect responses). Student attitude toward

ecology was not influenced by the treatment conditions. Despite

control of teacher behavior and content covered, individual

instructors still had different effects on student achievement.

52
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Cooper, Burger & Seymour,
Classroom-Context Ind Student Ability as

Influences on Teacher Perceptions of

Clasiroom Control
-

The authors_examined, in two slightly different studies, various

factors that may influence teachers' perceptions of classroom con-

troland euccessfel instructional interactions. Pifty-sii teachers,

primarily female, who viere enrolled in a graduate education course, at

a aiding:tern university,
participated in the first study. Teachers

began by listing the initials of three of their high-ability and three

of their low-ability students.
-Subjeets, then were presented w3q1 ten

hYpothetical instructional situations occurring in their classroom.

These iituations described
an encounter between them and a student

that was initiated either by them or the pupil, ociurred while they

were working with a group oe in individual child, and involved either

a high or low-ability youngster. Aiter reading each description,

teachers rated, a) their feelings of perscinal control over the

subject matter during the interactien, b) perceived control over the

length of the interaction, and c) the
liklihoOd the encounter would

end-in euccess. While completing these ratings, teachers had been

instructed tb think about-what"the three previously-listed high -

ability students had in common and characteerstee the three

ability students sharecM

Thirty-three fourth-grade teachers, primarily fema.a, participated

in the second study. Procedures were identical to the first study

except teachers also rated feelings of personal control over when

the interaction would occur.
0

The results indicated that teachers in both studies tended to
.

perceive more personal control during interactions with high-ability

students than during interactions with loW-ability studente. Teachers

also predicted that encounters with high-ability students would be

more likely to end in succese. ,Subjects generally believed that -

5.3
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teacher-initiated interactions allowed them greater control over

when ah interaction would occur and what was discussed during the

encounter. Teachers' perceived control over the length of an

interaction was influenced by the number of children with whom

they were working at the time, the inteeaction occurred.



Ericsson, Chase & Acquisitio of a Memory Skill

Research indicates short-term memo 'is limited to-about

seven unrelated items but case histories do ument that:particular

individuals have remembered much larger amoun (,f information.

From these histories it is unclear whether such emdry feati

are the result of exceptional Ifthate ability or-ex ensiVe

practice. The purpose of this study was to determin how a

memory skill-was acquired.

A college undergraduate with average intelligence an

memory-skills practiced a memory epan.task approximately an

hour a day 3 to $ days a week for 20 months. The task called

upon the student to repeat random number sequences. When he

responded cortectly, the length of the next sequence was in-

creased by one number, whereas when he responded incorrectly,

the sequence was decreased by one. Toward the middle of each

hodr'session the subjeot verbally reported his thoughts during

a practice trial. .At the conclusion of each session he recalled

as many number sequences as possible.

Over the course of the study, through the use of mnemonic

devices-and organizational techniques, the student increased

his recall of numbers from 7 to 79 digits. In addition, his

ability io remember material from the session increased from

zero to 80%. The authors concluded that extensive practice

can lead to Aullimited improvement in memory skills. This improve-

ment is due,to the use of mnemonic issociations in long-term

meSory. The working capacity of short-term memory is not in-

creased with practice. At tele end of the experiment the subject

still could hold only about 6 digits in short-term memory.
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Floden, Porter, Schmidt, Freeman & Schwille,'Responses to Curriculum

Preesurest A Policy-napturing Study of Teacher Decisions About

- Content

The authors examined the extent to which outside pressures .

altered teachers' selection of content for fourth-grade mathematics

instruction. Subjects were-sixty-six midwestern urban; suburbia

and rural school teachers,
primarily female, who had taught fourth-

.

grade mathematics for some time. Teachers were asked-to assume the

role of a mathematics teracher new
to a school who was aware that

,

his/her students could master the fourth-grade mathematics curriculum.

They then read thirty hypothetical
stories related-to choice of their

instructional content. These vignettes systematically varied the

preeence or absence of six extemal-pressures
on the teacher to

c

modify his/her curriculum, a) mandated textbooks, b) a district-

imposed set ot instructional
objectives, c) district tests,

d) principal-initiated
discussions-regarding the curriculum,

e) teachers' opinions, and 0 parental input. After reading each

story, the teachers were asked to rate whether they would Incorporate

five new topics into their curriculum and whether' they would omit

five other topics usually covered.
t

The results indicated tiler subjects modified their instructional
,

\ content regardless of tifleAamOn of pressure. Even with-only a

single pressure present, teachers, on the average, indicated they

w uld incorporate the five new topics. District objectives and .

tes had 'much greater effects than
the other four factors on

teache s' decisions to add topics. The authors also found that

teachers were reluctant to omit topics.
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Florio, The Problem-of Dead Letters, Social Perspectives on the

Teaching of Writing

-Florio examined writing
instruction in a second-grade classroom

in a small midwestern-community.
Mrs. Frank, the teacher, had

created a community,
Betterburg, within her room. Betterburg

dominated the phyeical space and the eocial life in the classroom.

-and served as the basis for instruction. The second-irade pupils

were the inhabitants of Betterburg. 'They made the laws and ensured.

that all asVects of the town, such as commerce, cultUral activities

And the postal service, were operational. .

Florio defined effective writing instruction as getting

students to write. She hypothelized that, while it is generally

difficult to get students
writIng in school, writing in Mrs.

Frank's classroom would not be avoided because it was connected to

something meaningful to the children, the existence of their

community. The findings supported this hypothesis. During the

year the author observed the children,-she found
that they wrote

often and produced a variety of doCuments. In particular, students

wrote letters concerning Betterburg-almost daily. When interviewed

7

at the end of the yeanabout their iChool activities, the only

writing activity pupils explained in detail was letter writing.

Through these letters children
engaged in a.variety of writing

activities that involved the practice of a wide range of skills

such as self-expression,
persuasive writing, spelling and

punctuation. This study illustratesfthe importanee

of establishing a sense of community in the classroom.

ti
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Gil, The Decision-Making and Diagnostic Processes-of Classroom

Teachers

Gil studied, in an experimental and classroom setting,

teachers' diagnoses of children's reading problems. Ten-mid-

western teachers who had taken at least two university courses
..

in the teaching of reading participated in the study. Teachers

first diagnosed two simulated calms of students, with reading

difficulties. Subjects then were interviewed about their

classroom reading diagnoses. Data analysis consisted-of product

measures (the results of teachers' interactions with cases),

process measures (the manner in which teachers diagnosed, cases),

and frequency measures (the diagnostic categories most often

mentioned during teacheiinterviews).

Gil found that teachers lacked comprehensive; systematic

strategies for collecting and using information to reach diagnostic

decisions. Comparisons between teachers' classroom and laboratory

diagnoses revealed that teachers offered the same non-specific,

global and incomplete diagnoses in both settings. Teachers 4id .

not agree with each other on the process to determine the nature

of the reading problem for a case or on their final diagnostic

\judgments.for a case. Gil concluded that eachers need to be

trained-more thoroughly in reading diagnosis.
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Hammond & Adelman, Science, Values and Human Judgment

The purpose of this article was to illustrate how scientific

facts and social values can be integrated aucceasfully though the

scientific study of human judgment. Other approaches to integrate

scientific information and micial values; the adversary system and

the person-oriented approach, are inadequate because both methods

are.ascientific and focus on-pereone rather than methods. The

underlying assumption of the ecientific approach toward the study

of judgment is that judgment is a human cOgnitive activity that can

be scientifically analyzed and improved.

The authors presented, through an example, the framework of a

scientifiC method for integrating scientific information and social

values. The example involved a dispute over the appropriate handgun

ammunition for the Denver Police Department. First, policy-makers

and community members were asked to make social value judgments

regarding the relative desirability of hypothetical bullets described

in terms of severity of injury, threat to bystanders and stopping

effectiveness. Next, a panel of scientific experts provided,

through the use of objectively measurable variables such as weight

and muzzle velocity of the bullet, information regarding the

severity of injury, threat to bystanders and stopping effectiveness

of eighty bullets. Scientific and social value judgments then were

scientifically combined to reach social judgments regarding the

acceptability of different bullets. The overall acceptability of

a bullet was an additive combination oft a) the weight or relative

importance policy-makers plaed on stopping effectiveness multiplied

by expert judgments regarding stopping effectiveness, b) the weight

Jalicy-makern placed on injury multiplied by expert judgments re-

garding injury, and c) the weight policy-makers placed on threat to
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bystanders multiplied by expert judgmen regarding the threat.

In sum, the essential
elements of e scientific methods for in-

tegrating scientific information_and social values are

objectively measurable
variables, social value judgments by

policy-makers or ,community representatives, scientific judgments

regarding the effecte of different alternatives, and the analytic

integration of the social values and scientific facts.

60
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MacKay & Marland, Thought
Processes of Teachers

Mackay.and Narland uied
stimulated-recall to investigate the

nature of teachers' thoughts during inutruction. In a stimulated

redall Study, teachers' lessons are audio- or videotaped. Sometime

shortly after the lesson, the researcher plays back the tape to the

teacher and helps the '.netructor recall the thoughts and feelings

that accompanied hie/her behavior.

Six teachers, one from each of the firsc, third and sixth

4grado levels in two urban Canadian schools, volunteered to participate

-in this study. Before videotaping, teachers were interviewed about

their lesson goals-and how they intended to achieve them. Recordings

of two, one-hour lessons then were made in each classroom. At the

end of the school day, tapes were played back to teachers tO

stimulate recall of their mental activity during each lesson.

The authors

data. Teachers'

developed a system to analyze this verbal report

thoughts first were placed into one of ories

such as reflections or feelings. The frequencies of thoughts in

each category for each lesson were represented as percentages of

the total number of interactive
thoughts in each lesson. This

data also was examined for the occurrence of phenomena such as

decisions or principles.

The authors reported that, in general, teachers thought mostly

about their next instructional
tactic and what had already occurred

in the lesson. Subjects rarely pondered their lesson plans during

instruction. However, they did reflect on lesson content which

suggeits instructors were monitoring
lessons to see that they were

proceeding as planned. Teachers made approximately 10 decisions

per lesson, ustuilly considering two alternatives per decision.

In implementing their lessons, teachers applied r!merous teaching
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principles regarding their
interaction with pupils, such as

compensating the have-nots and suppressing emotions.

6 2
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McArthur,,The,How and What of Whys Som. Determinants and Consequences

of Causal Attribution

McArthur investigated how causal attributions are formed. Causal

attributions are the perceived reasons "for why events occur. In an

academic setting,common student attributions for failure on tests are

tho teacher made the exam too hard and the student didn't study.

Attribution theorists have proposed that people form attributions,on

the basis of thive types of informations a) consistency (generality

of the actor's behavior across
different contexts), b) distinctiveness

(generality of the behavior across
entities), and c) consensus

(generality of the behavior across other actors). The primary purpose

of this study was to determine whether different causal attributions

are the result of various combinations of distinctiveness, consensus

and consistendrinformation.

Ninety-five male undergraduates at an eastern university'

participated in the study. Subjects filled out a 16-item questionnaire.

Each item described a response made by another person (e.g., John

laughs at the comedian). For the experimental subjects, accompanying

each response were three statements representing one of eight possible

combinations of high or low consistency information, high or low

distinctiveness information and high or lowconsensus information.

For example, after the response John laughs at the comedian, the

following pattern of information might appear:
1) In the past John

has almoat always laughed at the same comedian (high consistency),

2) John also laughs at almost every other comedian (low distinctiveness),

and 3) Hardly anyone who hears the comedian laughs at him (low con-

sensus). For control subjects no information regarding the response

was given. All subjects then were asked to indicate whether something

about the actor (e.g., John), something about the stimulun entity
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(e.g., the cOmedian), something about the particular circumstances,

or some combination of these three factors caused the response

(e.g., laugh) to occur.

The resutts indicated various information
combinations lead to

different attributions.
Attributions to the actor, for example,

occurred where there was high consistency, low diStinctivenesi

and low consensus information.whereas stimulus attributions-arose

when there was high consistency, high distinctivenessrand high

consensus. Distinctiveness information
had the greatest effect on

both person and stimulus attributions.
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McNair; Capturing Inflight Decisions,
Thoughts While Teaching

McNair used stimulated
recall to study what teachers think about

while they teach. Ten elementary school teachers were videotaped

twice during the fall,
winter and spring of a school year. At all

three time periods
videotapes were made of each teachers morning

(low ability group)and-afternoon
(high ability group) reading

lessons. Data analysis consisted of determining the frequenS oY

and categerizing
particular types of thoughts.

McNair reported that while ;teachers' thinking
could be divided

into five major categories of concerns
(pupil, content of lesson,

procedures, time, and materials), teachers tended to concentrate

mainly on two categories--the pupil and lesson content. Within

the pupil category, the sub-categorY of
pupil learning was upper-

most in ieachers' minds, and for lesson content, the sub=category

of task was of greatest concern. Pupil learning addressed those

concerns related to students' understanding of the material.

Tank encompassed teacher'statements that
expressed concern over

the learningectivity
in which the group was engaged. Teacher

concerns were not affected by time of year or group ability level.

McNair concluHed that teachers' thoughts during interactive C4

teaching were centered on the "fine tuning" of the activity in

which the group was engaged. Teachers interacted with students

to see that the activity was going as planned. They made

slight adjustments (fine
tuning) during the lesson to maintain

the orderly flow of activities.

411.14.411....t ra.a.44. Aire.
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Morine-Dershimer, How Teachers '"See" Their PUpils

The author investigated the effect of instructional context on

teacher conceptions of Pupils. Previous research indicated that

three particular aspects of instructional context helped shape

teacher conceptions of students, time of year (e.g., first day of

the school year), observational setting (e.g., general class in-

struction), and curriculum-managementeystem (e.g., individualized

instruction). Morine-Dershimer systematically studied the relation

of these three contextual variables to teacher conceptions of

pupils.

Ten elementary school teachers were asked to complete a

categorizing task five times during a school year. The task con-

sisted of sorting a dock of cards containing the names of the

teacher's irtudents into piles, based on perceived similarities

and differences among the students. PUpils grouped together were

perceived "to behave or respond in similar ways". Teachers were

not restricted to any specific number of piles or any particular

number of students within a pile.. After completing the-card

sorting task, teachers were asied to describe the characteristics

of each group and to-explain how the groups. differed from one.

another. Data were collected at different points in the school

year and were gathered after general instruction and after specific

reading lmssons so that time of year and-observational setting

would be sysitematically varied. Data analysis consisted of

examining the effects of the contextual varidbles on three aspects

of teacher conceptions of students, contnt (types of pupil

characteristiem-identified during card sorts), logical structure ,

(logical student groupings formed during the sorts such as

singling out students), and valence (Positive, neutral and negative
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-label. used to distinguish among stadent groups).

The results indicated thit teacher conceptions bf pupils were -

affected by three 6Ontextual
variables, primarily,time of year but

7)

/
also observational setting and curriculumvmanagement system.

Teachers, for example, tended to focus on particular types of

etudent characteristics at
different times in the school Year!

At th end of tho first dag of school,. when teachers were 'getting
_-

to know their students, tho focus was on pupil personality whereas4

at Midyear, when thir-emphasis was qn the instructional pro-grame

teachers more frequently mentioned pupil involvement in -instrUCtion.

Logibill structure also wee influenced by time'and curriculum-

managoliont system. Tho affective natdre of teacher conceptions

was Influenced mostly by time. Negative affective labels peaked

in November and`then,decreased
while neutrat labellipg indreased

-over the year and positive
tabelling reiained constant all year

long.

S.
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Peterson, Marx, & Clark, Teacher Planning, Teacher Behavior, and-

Student Achievement

.'=Peterson. Marx & Clark investigated individual differences in

teacher planning, the extent to which instructors teach what they

planned to teach, and the
effect of planning on student achievement

and attitude. Twelve experienced
elementary school teachers

(6 female'and 6 male)and 288 junior high school students participated

in the study. _Thirty7six
groups with eight students per group were

formed randomiy,from the
sample of spudonti. Each teacher taught

the same sbcial studies lesson to three
different groups on three

dtherent days. Teachers did not'know the
students and were not

provided with any background
Information about them.

Two weeks before the study began, measures of the teachers'

verbal and reasoning ,ability, -flexibility of
closure and conceptual

leVel were collected. Three, days prioi to teaching, instructors

were given eleven cognitive and affective
objectives and tho

social studies text materi4l. Ninety minutes were reserved each

day before teaching for tho subjects to plan the dayslesson.

Teachers were asked to *think aloud while they
planned each leison,

ind their verbalizations were tape-recorded.
To assess the outcomes

of inetruction, at the end of tho dayi students completed a multiple

choice achievement test, an essay
achievement test and an attitude

questionnaire.

The results indicated that, durini planning,
teachers focused

on the content (subject mat'or) to be taught and instructional

processes (student learning activities, teacher strategies, teacher

activities) but hardly considered objectives.
Individual differences

in teacher planning were
related to teacher aptitudes. Teachers

o

high on conceptual level, for example, directed more planning

68
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statements to instructional process and the learner whereas teachers

low on conceptual level tended to make more planning statements and

more of these statements focused on lower order subject'matter.

Teachers, in general, instructed ih a manner consistent with what

they talked about during planning. Teacher-effectiveness in relation

to student achievement and attitude tended to decrease from the first '

to the third day of instruction. Furthermore, after the first day

of teaching, instructors who were the more prolific planners were

less effective in promoting student achievement and also received

lower student attitude scores for all three days.
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Prawat, Teachers'
Perceptions of Student Affect

To examine the nature of teaChirs'
perceptions of students'

emotional classroom responses,
Prawat asked eighty-four elementary

school teachers to describe, focusing on students' affective'

behavior, five typical situations involving students.that had

occurred in their classroom.
Backgrodnd information on the

teachers also was gathered. .

The written vignettes were analyied to determine over all

stories such iilformation ass
a) the main actor in the events,

b) the teachers' primary
emotional response, c) the context in

which the events occurred, and d) whether teachers viewed the

situations they described as
problems and, if they did, whether

the problems were
perceived as resolvable or

unresolvable and

long or short-term. The results indicated that teachers

fowsed on group affect as well as individunl emotions.

Teachers' first emotional response
wis inferred to be more

reflective than impuisive. The most often cited context for'

an event was an instructional activity.
Teachers tended to

view the situations they
described as long-term problems that

could be resolved through positive verbal intervention rather

than punishment. Teachers' perceptions were
influenced by

individual differences such as years of teaching experience.
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Shavelson, Cadwell & Iiu Teachers Sensitivity to the Reliability
of Information in Making Pedagogical
Decisions

The authors xamined teachers' sensitivity to the reliability

of their information when making initial estimates of student

ability and instructional decisions, and their willingness to

revise these estimates and decisions when presented with additional

information which wai.either reliable or unreliable. One-hundred-
v

sixty-four graduate students in education at a large west coast

university, the majority of whom were teachers, participated in

the study.

Subjects bigan by reading a story about Michael; a fifth-grade

student wilo lived with his fauily. These stories differed in terms

of the reliability and valence of the information regarding Michael's

socio-economic tatus, use of time and intelligence. This information

was either reliable (obtained from an interview with Michael's parents

or an intelligence test) or unreliable (based on an interview with a
- -----

classmate who hardly knew him) and paiellkd a positive-1E10 SES,

intelligent, hard-working child) or negative (low SES, low-ability

child who wastes time) picture of Michael. After reading and thinking

aboe the story, subjects were asked to estimate the probability this

pupil would obtain high grades on his report card and to make three

instructional decisione. Subjects then were Omen additional reliable

or unreliable and positive or negative information about Michael's

academic ability, curiosity and ittitude toward school and were asked

to revise thir initial estimates of the student's future academic

performance and instructional decisions based on this new information.

The results indicated that teachers were seneitive to the

reliability of the information they received and were willing to
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revfae their initial ability judgments and instructional,decisions

when given more information. These findings suggest that teachers

are good decision-makers.
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'Sherman * Brown, Training Reading Specialists in.Diagnosis

Sherman and Brown used Inquiry Theory to help improve the

clinical performance of reading specialists. The Inquiry Theory

of Clinical Problem Solving states that the interaction of

clinician and case is determined by the clinician's

strategy. The clinician's memory consists of a set

cues, treatments and the relationships among them.

memory and

of problems,

The clinical

strategy is the sequence of mental tasks which translates memory

into action. According to the Instructional Collary of Inquiry

Theory, the clinical performance during an interaction can be im- ---

proved by alterations in memory and strategy. The purpose5of.,--

Sherman and Brown's study were. a) to determine if cliniCal memory
-----

and strategy were related to performance in diagnb-Sis, ind b) to

see if clinical memory and strategy coul be manipulaied to improve

diagnostic performance.

Thirty-six reading,spiCialists and teachers enrolled in a
--

-graduate_readin;,diagnosis course at a midwestern university

participated in the study. Subjects first were given a pretest

which included a Memory Battery Association Test and a Diagnostic

Performance Test. They then received thirty hourpe of clinical

training and practice in diagnosis. At the end of the five wesks

of instruction subjects were posttested on the same battery of tests.

The test results indicated significant improvement in clinical

memory and diagnostic perfornance at the end of 'raining . No

measures of clinical strategy changes were vovided. The authors

concluded that clinical memory and diag.lostic performance were re-

lated, and clinical memory could,be manipulated to enhance

diagnostic performance.
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Stern & Shavelson, The Relationship Between Teachers Grouping
Decisions and Instructional Behaviors, An
Ethnographic Study

Stern and Shavelson examined, in-a natural setting,-teachers'

policies about grouping studentii for reading instruction and the

effect of grouping on-subsequent instructional behavior. Other

investigators-had examined these issues in eettings outside.the

classroom but no one systematically had observed teachers in their

classroom as they formed reading groups and carried out instruction.

the authors observed-whole clase and small group reading in-

struction in a fifth-sixth grade classroom at a university-

affiliated elementary school. Once the class was grouped for

instruction during the third, week of the school year, the ten

stude...ts (six boys and four girls) who were members of the lemast

reading group and the ten students (six girls and four boys) who

were members of the highest reading group and their two female

teachers became the focus of the authors' observations. They were

observed forty-five minutes a day, on an average of two days a week,

over a six month period.. Throughout the study informal and fonsal

interviews were conducted with the two teachers who instructed the

highest and lowest ability groups.

The results were consistent with findings from related

laboratory and survey research. Teachers grouped students primarily

on the basis of reading ability. Once grouped the group and not the

individual student became the unit for planning instruction.

Teachers' lesson plans for the lowest group differed greatly from

their,plans for the highest group. Procedures, reading aloud and

basic comprehension skills were emphasized during instruction fcc
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the low-ability group whereas student discussion, writing and more

sophisticated comprehension skills were stressed during meetings

of the high-ability group.
Furthermore, students in the low group

always received much more rigidly structured assignments than

students in the high group.
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Stevenson, Parker, Wilkinson, Hegion & Fish, Predictive Yalu. of
of Teachers' Ratings of Young Children

The authors explored the ability tó predict students' scholastic

performance during the early years of elementary school from

teachers ratings of children's cognitive abilities, work habits,

and personal-social characteristics. Sixty-three K through third-

grade teachers and approximately 200 students participated in the

study. Kindergarten teachors rated 217 children at the beginning

and the end of the kindergarten year. At the conclusion of the

second grade, teachers rated 134 of the same children, and at the

end of the third grade, 146 children were rated. Kindergarten and

second-grade rating scales were the same. The variables for the

rating scales were of three typese "those related to cognitive

abilities'such as learning'and memory, to classrctom skills such

as working hard and paying attention, and to personal-social

characteristics such as social acceptance and adaptation to.new

situations." The only change in the third-grade ratings was the

addition of more scales related to personal-social characteristics.

At the end of the second grade, mothers of 116 of the stuaente

rated their.children on most of the characteristics rated by their

teachers, and, at the end of the third grade, 111 mothers rated their

children on the same variables rated by the second-grade mothers.

Before kindergarten and at the end of each grade students'

achievement in reading and mathematics was assessed by the Wide

Range Achievement Test.

The results indicated that teachers' ratings predicted early

school performance. By the beginning of kindergarten, for example,

teachers' ratings predicted third-grade scholastic achievement'.

Ratings of cognitive abilities were of the most utility in Pre-
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dicting future academic performance. The sum of foui: cognitive

abiliti variables (effective
learning, retaining information,

vocabulary, and following instructions) predicted achievement

almost as well as the entire battery of ratings. Mothers' ratings

did not predict children's
achievement as effectively as the

ratings made by teachers.

Vinsonhalers The Consistency.of Reading Diagnosis

Vinsonhaler, using an "Inquiry Theory" of clinical problem solVing

as the basis of his research, studied the agreemen't of reading

clinicians.' diagnoses of reading problems. 'Inquiry Theory assumes

that diagnostic decisions are determined by a case (a simulated case

of a student with a reading problem frequently encountered in the

public schools or an actual student experiencing a common reading

difficulty), clinical memory and clinidal strategy. The Agreement

Corollary of Inquiry Theory states that the greater the similarity

of clinical memory for:a particular case and particular set of

clinicians, the greater the degree of diagsZstic agreement. The

Agreement Corollary also, predicts that group agreement (measures of

agreement involving the comparison of individual diagnoses with group

diagnosds) should be greater than-or equal to intra-clinicIan

agreement (measures of agreement of an'individual's diagnosis with

his diagnosis on an equivalent form of the same case) or inter-

clinician agreement (measures of agreement between clinicians for

the same case)-. Intra-clinician agreement also is predicted to be

greater than inter-clinician agreement.

Eight experienced,and highly-respected reading clinicians,from

the mid-Michigan area were selected to participate in the study.

Subjects collected data and wrote a diagnostic report for three -

simulated cases (the first and third cases were equivalent forms).

Each clinician received a case a week. The researcher then computed

measures of group, intra-clinician and inter-clinician agreement for

both the type of information githered prior to diagnosis and the

final diagnostic judgments.

7 8
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Conaistency of Reading Diagnosis

Page 2

Vinsonhaler found a reasonable level of group agreement on

diagnostic judgments.
A. predicted by the Agreement Corollary,

the nean group agreement was greater than the meanrintra-clinician

or nean Inter-clinician
agreement, and the mean intra-clinician

agreement was greater than the mean inter-clinican agreement.

Both inter- and intra-clinician agreement,
however, were very

low. Expert clinicians did
notagree- with themselves or with each

other on diagnosia.
Subjects showed a higher level

of agreement with themselves and other clinicians on the types of

information gathered prior to diagnoses than oh diagnoses.
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Zahorik, The Effect of Planning on Teaching

Zahorik examined whether
teachers who planned a lesson were '

more sensitive and responsive to students auring instruction

than teachers who did not plan. Twelve fourth-grade teachers

from four suburban schools
participated in the study. Six

teachers, selected randomly, were
given two weekato plan a lesson

,on credit card§ while the remaining six *cher§ received the

topic immediately before they were to begin instruction.

Transcripts of,all,twelve lessons were analyzed to determine

if teachers who planned genuinely ',tempted-more student ideas,

praised more student responses-and-Wölicited
More student dis-

cussion than teachers:who did not plin.

The results
indicated tha't teachers who had been given time

to plan the lesson
were'less likely to permit; encourage and

develop students' ideas than
ieachers who had notjlanned. On

the basis of these findings, Zahorik concluded that teachers

who planned were less sensitive to students' ideas. He

speculated that plandink may result in such strict adherence to

objectives, activities and content that teachers forget about ,

student input. Ideas regarding ways to
remind instructors to be

more responsive to students were discussed.
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Studies of Teacher Planning*

Study
Method of

Investigation

Content Focus:
Student Activities

Subject Matter Focu3 Focus .

& Materials

Specifying Goals
or Objectives

During Planning
Unimportant or
Sicondary

Teachirs Have
Long-Term

Proactive Plans

Berko (1978)

Cernahan (1979)

Clark & Elmore
(1979)

Clark, Wildfong
& Yinger (1970)

Clark & Yinger

(1979)

Cooper et al.

(1979)

Joyce (1978-79)

Mintz (1079)

Morino (M)

Morino-Dershimer

(1978-79b)

Laboratory

Literature Review

Classroom

Laboratory

Laboratory

Literature Review

Theoretical

Laboratory

Classroom/
Laboratory

Classroom/
Laboratory

Table I (continued)

Contradictory
Fiadings

X

X

X

X

Study
Methtid of

Investigation

Peterson et al. Laboratory .

(MO
also see

Peterson & Clark Laboratory

(MO)

Russo (1978) Laboratory

Shavelson et al. Laboratory

(1977)

Smith & Classroom
Send4lbach (1979)

Stern & Shovel:ten Classroom

(19410)

Taylor (2970) Classroom

Yingor (1977)- Ethnegrophy

Zaherik (1975) Laboratory

Contint Fmus: Student
Sutject Matter

Focus
& Materials

Specifying Goals

Activiti.s or Objectives Teachers Have

Focus During Planning Long-Term

Unimportant or, Proactive Plans

Secondary

X

X

X

X

x'

X X X

Contradictory
findings

X

Contradictory
findings

X

*From Shavelson & Stern (1981, pp. 415-410. A blonk space'indicates the topic of the .

column was not a focus of the study.
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